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Passing Thresholds
WEBBERVILLE CEMETERY
986 acres, located in Austin, Texas, Spring 2011

Designing a cemetery required us to
confront our beliefs regarding human
mortality and to question what meant in
the emotional, cultural, and ritual sense.
We ultimately came to understand
death as the ultimate transition, from
a state of motion to one of rest. Often
a death shakes us out of our normal,
everyday state of mind and causes
us to contemplate our lives, why we
are here, and what we should do with
the time we have. We approached the
project with the idea of death producing
an alternative state of mind and asked
ourselves how it could inform our design
decisions on multiple scales.
Our working method was bottom up, we
began at the detail-level by designing
various types of grave markers. Each
design presented visitors with the option
of whether or not to cross a subtracted
void by stepping onto a seemingly
levitated platform. This subtle move
signaled the change from an everyday
state of mind, to one of quiet meditation
a visitor would experience when visiting
the resting place of a lost loved one.
When we transitioned to the site scale.
Vehicular circulation was kept at the
outside, and access to the burial
zones was restricted to foot traffic in
order to ensure a tranquil environment
was maintained. The overall program
became about how visitors experienced
these spatial and psychological
transitions as they moved from the
edges of the cemetery towards the
burial zones in the center.

PLAN ELEMENTS
Natural burial
Traditional burial in meadow
Crypt, mausoleum
Traditional burial in forest
Vehicular circulation
Trail system

Tallgrass prairie
Wildflower meadow
Floodplain
Wetland
Upland forest

Crypt
Scattering ground
Main chapel
Secondary chapels
Riverside chapel

Swale
Retention ponds
Colorado river

CONTEXT RELATIVE TO DOWNTOWN AUSTIN, TX

RENDERED PLAN

SCATTERING GROUND AXON

MATERIAL NOTES
1 - 6” x 8” steel markers
2 - 5’ x 4’ concrete slab
3 - 3’ deep water channel
4 - 4” trunk sycamore
5 - 1’ deep amended soil
6 - 1’ concrete foundation
7 - 1.5’ x 1.5’ paver system
8 - 2’ x 2’ waterproof paving
9 - 4” deep sand bed

SECTION, CONSTRUCTION DETAILS AND PLAN

ELEVATION

AXONOMETRIC

CRYPT INSTALLATION DIAGRAM

MATERIAL NOTES
1 - 8” x 2” ventilation aperture
2 - personalization space
3 - 4.11/16” diameter cast in vase
4 - 5’-1/2” concrete wall
5 - 4’ x 3’ concrete seal
6 - 7/8” hex bolt
7 - 2’-5/16” x 5’-5/18” bracket
8 - 2’ x 2.5” granite slab (40lb)
9 - rear mounting bracket

SECTION, CONSTRUCTION DETAILS AND PLAN

SECTION, CONSTRUCTION DETAILS AND PLAN

MARKER SECTIONS

EXPLODED VIEW

SECTION MODELS

VEGETATION ZONING

MODEL PHOTOS

East End
2013 ULI - HINES COMPETITON

16.3 acres, Southeast Minneapolis, Spring 2013

The east end plan for Minneapolis
proposes a historically rich and
culturally significant environment for
people to live, pursue a startup, get out
into the city by nature’s networks, attend
acclaimed social and arts events, or
experience any number of interactions
people have come to appreciate in an
urban lifestyle.
People in the east end will have the
ability to shop and work locally with
convenient and comfortable access
to multiple modes of transportation
that put the entire city within reach. In
addition to the Hiawatha line’s proximity,
local companies nice ride bike share
and hourcar auto share have stations
integrated to the plan.
Currently downtown east’s gridded
network and one-way auto corridors
inhibit a pedestrian friendly district.
To propagate residence and retail in
the city, streetscapes in the east end
plan are opened up. This action serves
the community as nodes of program
along the network, and reconnects it to
adjacent districts.
Re-envisioning these streetscapes
serves to reconnect the district to
downtown west, cedar-riverside,
and the University of Minnesota.
This medium-density neighborhood
is scaled and styled to respect the
existing historic character of the
Mill District as well. A new city core
encourages fertile market conditions
and catalyzes an urban neighborhood.

CONNECTED COMMUNITY

SPATIAL NARRATIVE

attract the creative class with a
textured neighborhood full of stimulating
events and places housing the arts - bike
trails- coffee - diversity.

provide systems and services that help
individuals develop a support network that
is open to all people, regardles of income,
orientation age, or ethnicity
variety of use - access to transit - tolerant

cultivate footholds in
the downtown east void

ECONOMIC VITALITY

HYBRID TRANSPORTATION

CREATIVE CLASS

encourage a market friendly environment
for lage companies and local businesses.
varitey of unit size - access to transit - close
to residents

THE DESIGN

coordinate mutiple, overlappping systems
of transportation that provide accessibility
for people of all abilities. help to offset car
dependence with lightrail- bike lanes pedestrian friendly streets

thread them to nearby transit
routes and cultural amenities

pull in new business owners,
residents, and patrons

tie the east end back into
the districts of Minneapolis

MASTER PLAN

MASSING STUDY

REGIONAL CONNECTIONS

PARKING STRATEGY

FINANCIAL SUMMARY

PHASING

SITE TRANSECTS

USER GROUPS

EAST END PARK PERSPECTIVE

SEASONAL USE ICONS

NIGHT TIME VIGNETTE

Troubled Waters
PHYTO-REMEDIATION STRATEGY
6 miles of Gulf Coast, Texas, Spring 2012

The Corpus Christi Bay ecosystem,
and its socioeconomic prosperity
are threatened by sea level rise and
pollution. Power plants and refineries
in the area use bay waters to cool
their effluent emissions, filling it with
several toxic chemicals. These toxins
are absorbed by local fish and wildlife,
and ultimately the human population.
The shipping industry is also a heavy
presence in the Nueces estuary,
which is located along the Gulf’s
intercoastal waterway. Dredging,
which occurred as part of the
waterway project, has dramatically
affected the hydrology of the bay.
Cooler waters from the depths of the
shipping channel create a convection
current, roiling toxins into areas used
for fishing and recreation.
Over the next few years, the city of
Corpus Christi plans to re-dredge the
channel. This action will produce over
1 billion cubic feet of spoil. My design
proposal utilizes the dredge along a
6-mile swath of coastline to re-create
an artificial tidal marsh that was filled
in to create the largely abandoned
downtown district. This system of
barrier islands will help naturally
attenuate the effects of storm surges
and hurricanes that trouble the area.
The islands are also seeded
with hyper-accumulator and
pytoremadiative species of plants,
which will help to remove several of
the pollutants being put into the water.
hopefully this will make recreation
and fishing in the area safer.

GREATER CORPUS CHRISTI BAY WITH HYDROLOGIC FLOW OVERLAY

SITE 2 - NUECES BAY POWER STATION

GREATER SOUTH-WEST CORPUS CHRISTI BAY

SITE 1 - DOWNTOWN CORPUS CHRISTI

SITE 3 - BARNEY DAVIS POWER STATION
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MOVEMENT

Major arterials
Entry points
Developed lots
Kayak meander
Gateways

BUILDING

Major arterials
Commercial
Office building
Institutional
Civic
Abandoned

POLLUTANTS

Publicly inaccessible
Publicly accessible
Less hydrostatic friction
Increased hydrostatic friction
Toxin deposit

STORM SURGE

Tidal marsh
Inundation ponds
Seawall remnant
Surge dissipation
Seawall dissipation
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MASTER PLAN

1

Kayak rental center

5

Seaside commercial district

2

Existing marina and harbor

6

Sports and recreation center

3

Zocalo shoreline amphitheatre

7

Aquatic center

4

Public beach

8

Fishing piers

6

PIER SECTION

BOATHOUSE SECTION

Uncommon Ground
ULI HINES COMPETITION
33.5 acres in southern Seattle, Washington, Spring 2011

The Rainier district of Seattle is largely
residential, and far enough removed
from downtown that intuition leads one
to envision it as a smaller, walk-friendly
neigborhoood. yet its downtown shopping
district is dominated by a typical 20th
century big-box shopping center that is
predominately auto-centric.
Interestingly, a new light rail system
juxtaposes this behemoth and provides an
opportunity to rethink the possibilities for
the big-box typology that could occur over
the next generation.
Our interdisciplinary team, consisting
of 2 landscape architects, 2 structural
architects, and an urban planner, saw an
opportunity to use light rail transit as a
ligature between: small business, higher
education, the diverse local community,
and existing public space assets. Our
Venn diagram based logo illustrates the
possible interactions we considered.
Our most important move was to clad the
Lowe’s building with a group of units for
smaller business around its facade and
link its roof to the Rainier Valley station
with a sky bridge and public park. We felt
this would help mitigate the building’s
imposing and isolated qualities. By
keeping space for smaller family owned
businesses to operate at fair rental rates,
Lowe’s model can change to work with the
existing community and character of the
valley, rather than against it. At the same
time, this move hedges Lowe’s against
recent big-box closures that adversely
effect local effect real-estate.

CONNECTIONS

PHASING STRATEGY

Light-rail station within 10 minute walk
School
Green tech companies

PHASE 1

281,000 SF
Residential 48%
Retail 41%
Transit Hub 11%

OBJECTIVES
Use rail system
to link schools
with companies
developing green
technologies
Redefine “big box”
business model for
the 21st century
Unify streets, roofs,
and green spaces
to create a safely
walkable village

PHASE 2
573,680 SF
Residential 48%
Retail 34%
Office 11%
College 6%

Shift from product
to service oriented
businesses to drive
local economy

PHASE 3
402,150 SF
Residential 46%
College 54%

FUTURE USE

CATALYTIC COMPONENTS

CIRCULATION

OPEN SPACE STRATEGY

MASTER PLAN

659,589 SF
Residential 53%
Retail 27%
Office 7%
Hotel 13%

BIG BOX ADAPTATION

public space
street presence &
transit connection
subsurface parking

RAINIER PERSPECTIVE

CAMPUS PERSPECTIVE`

Activity
Ecological function

BUILDING SECTIONS

BUILDING USE

Waller Creek
LANDSCAPE PLAN
28 acres of urban creek watershed, Fall 2010

This project proposes a master plan
for the Waller Creek District in
downtown Austin. The construction
of a tunnel to divert storm water from
the creek to Lake Austin will redefine
the 100 year floodplain in downtown.
This will open up 28 acres of land
for redevelopment, which were
previously plagued by flooding.
The master plan proposes layering
diverse uses throughout the district,
providing a deep field of activity and
ecology that connects to the urban
fabric and is accessible to the
surrounding population. Uses were
analyzed not only for diversity of
type, but also for their temporal
implications. Day, night, and
seasonal use of the creek spaces
were considered fundamental to the
creation of a vibrant district.
As the site develops an identity by
diverse and intensified use over the
years, it will become a part of
Austin’s shared cultural memory. Our
team’s design decisions were
influenced by a desire to engage the
past and the present in hopes of
imbuing a sense of responsibility
and investment in the future.

QUANTATATIVE INDICATORS

SYSTEM DIAGRAM

ELEMENTS

HABITAT
The proposed
plan will increase
riparian habitat
from 1 mile to 2.5
miles. Giving back
to native species.

BUILDING
Eight new mixeduse buildings
will be built
with sensitivity
to how they
engage the creek
banks.

REPOSE
improved seating
areas will add to
the few existing
areas that provide
places to sit and
relax. along the
creek corridor.

Improved bank
conditions and
the increased
presence of
native plant
species will
result in healthier
vegetation and
soils throughout
the Waller Creek
district.

VEGETATION

BANK CONDITION

Native canopy

Riparian

Non native canopy

Channelized

Non native understory

Patch network
connection allows
for an increase in
habitat and widespread migration.

DAY-NIGHT
our proposal will
use better lighting
strategies to make
the creek safer
at night. Opening
up new market
typologies.

MASTER PLAN - day and night

MIGRATION FLOW
flight corridor

PATCHES
Green space

7TH STREET SECTION -

before (top) and after (bottom)

PLANS - before (left) and after (right)

PALM PARK SECTION -

PLANS -

before (top) and after (bottom)

before (left) and after (right)

Illustration
UNDERGRADUATE WORK

sketchbooks, life drawing, and travel, pre 2010

Before coming to the University of Texas
at Austin, I received a bachelor of fine
art from San Jose State University in
California. Some of my favorite subjects
include landscape painting, ecological
illustration, and figure drawing.
Early experiences with drawing and
painting helped me to define my identity
as a creative personality type. These
early studies strengthened my desire to
ultimately work within a creative field.
At the time when I graduated from San
Jose State, my goal was do become a
concept painter or designer in the film
or video game industry. Upon growing
older, I became increasingly frustrated
with having to use my drawing skills to
create fantasy worlds. After starting a
graphic design company and working
on several short films, my desire to make
an impact on real live spaces drove me
to change the trajectory of my career.
				
As I moved into the field of landscape
architecture for graduate study, it has
been a very useful skill to have. It allows
me to quickly represent my ideas
visually and communicate with design
critics and clients clearly. The skill also
combines my educational history with
current professional interests. It is
especially helpful while visiting sites or
travelling to remote locations for quick
information gathering sessions.

RURAL HOUSE SKETCHES

COLOR STUDIES

LANDSCAPE WATERCOLORS

ITALY SKETCHBOOK

BARRO COLORADO RAINFOREST ILLUSTRATION

RAINFOREST ILLUSTRATION

FIGURE DRAWINGS

Resume
EDUCATION

Master of science in urban design University of Texas at Austin 2013
Master of landscape architecture University of Texas at Austin 2012
Bachelor
of arts (illustration) San Jose State University 2008
							

EXPERIENCE

HOK February 2014 - Current (one year)
Compiled master plan and design guidelines for Ghirardelli Square, including schematic design
for project areas entering construction later this month.
Worked on the team, which developed a 100% DD set for the new Salt Lake City airport using Revit
2014, this included details and material layout.
Collaboated closely with architects, engineers (electrical and plumbing,) and historic preservation
specialists in the office.
SWA Group August 2013 - January 2014 (six months)
Participated in team competition for Suzhou Sports center, design is currently a finalist.
Compiled schematic design packages for several projects overseas in China.
Responsible for communication with consultants and cleaning up consultant files.
Became comfortable drafting with the metric system and reading basic mandarin characters.
Drafting of lighting diagrams, understory/canopy planting, surface material area calculations.
Graduate Research Assistant June 2012 - present (one year and one month)
Created a visual database of the Texas Gulf coast estuary system.
Utilized USGS data and maps to compile topography, hydrology, and transport systems.
Compiled aerial photographs of specific work sites in Corpus Christi.
Jim Hemmann & Associates landscape architects April 2008 - May 2009 (one year and one month)
Pre graduate study, responsible for basic office management and drafting responsibilities
Autodesk Autocad, Revit, 3-D studio max
Adobe Photoshop, Illustrator, In-Design
ESRI Geographic information systems Arcmap, Arcatalog, Arcscene
Rhinoceros V-ray, Neon, Rhinoterrain, Grasshopper, T-splines,
Google Sk et ch u p
Form Z Vers i o n 20 12

PROFICIENCIES

ACCOLADES

Recruiting Scholarship 2009-2010 Academic year
Published for Waller Creek project ISSUE magazine 2010
Cogburn foundation prize 2012 for Urban Land Institute/Hines competition
Published for Weberville Cemetary project ISSUE magazine 2012
Cogburn foundation prize 2013 for Urban Land Institute/Hines competition
Mike Hogg scholarship 2013

REFERENCES

Brian Jencek brian.jencek@hok.com
Kristen Mitchell kristen.mitchell@hok.com
Ben Kuchinsky ben.kuchinsky@hok.com

